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Abstract

Users of digital devices are increasingly confronted with a tremendous amount of notifications that appear on multiple devices and screens in their environment. Today many users own different ubiquitous devices such as a smartphone, a tablet, a notebook and a smartwatch. If an email client is installed on every device an incoming email produces up to four notifications – one on each device. In the future, we will receive notifications from an increasing number of ubiquitous devices. Therefore, we need smart attention management for incoming notifications as well as novel ways to present and interact with notifications. One way for a less interrupting attention management could be the use of ambient representations of incoming notifications. This workshop brings together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to explore how the flood of notifications on different computing devices and in smart environments can be managed, to avoid information overload.
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Introduction and Background

In times of increasing amounts of information, human attention becomes a bottleneck. Ubiquitous devices and services therefore proactively seek people’s attention through notifications: visual, auditory, or tactile alerts intended to draw attention to events that took place outside of a user’s focus [11]. Notifications are rapidly becoming integral to many computing platforms, including smartphones, PCs, browsers, or even cars. They are used by an increasing number of applications and services [25, 32]. Notifications inform us about social network updates, the arrival of emails, or potential problems of one’s car.

Research repeatedly showed that notifications can be distracting, which can negatively affect task performance [4, 7, 11, 15, 26]. Since notifications are often created by messengers and social networks [2, 20, 25], social expectations towards responsiveness create pressure to attend notifications timely. Thus, disabling notifications, despite their known disadvantages, is often not an option [11, 15].

It becomes increasingly stressful to pay attention and respond to all interruptions in appropriate ways. Consequently, users miss crucial information, become less efficient, and in the case of a missed message, even appear rude [22]. This leads to information overload and overchoice — two of the most pressing challenges in information technology for the next decades. In the era of the Internet of Things (IoT) we have to handle incoming notifications from an increasing number of devices. Recent research focus on the use of context data to deliver notifications at opportune moments [13, 19, 21, 23, 18], ambient information presentation (see Figure 1), and making it easier to cope with interruptions [3]. Besides work on the individual aspects, a major challenge is to combine the directions and apply the right strategy in the right moment.

The Workshop’s Themes

The workshop is a follow-on from the Smarttention, Please! workshops at MobileHCI’15 [24] and MobileHCI’16 [31]. While the MobileHCI workshops focused on mobile notifications, in this workshop we aim for a holistic understanding of the different roles notifications can play in a wide variety of computing environments including the office, the home, in cars, and other smart environments. We want to bring together people from industry and academia who are active in attention research, context-aware and ubiquitous computing, as well as ambient and multimodal interaction.

The workshop received a variety of submissions and accepted 16 of them. A set of papers explores affective systems and inferring cognitive states. Czerwinski et al. identify challenges for designing notifications for affective computing [6]. Tauch and Kanjo investigate Emojis in mobile notifications [27]. While Urh and Pejovic infer task engagement using sensor data from smartphones [28], Gollan et al. present a demonstrator that derives cognitive load from pupil dilation [10]. Another theme is incorruptibility. Colonago and Guardia discuss the preferred level of user control [5]. Okoshi et al. identify directions for incorruptibility research to create long-term impact [17] and Obuchi et al. identify activity breakpoints using activity recognition [16]. Anderson et al. highlight the importance of social roles for managing interruptions [1] and Exler et al. investigate the importance of place types for interruptibility [9]. Papers also explore notification in smart environments. Wiehr et al. provide challenges for the design of adaptive ambient notification environments [33] and Kubitza et al. present an infrastructure for ubiquitous notifications in smart environments [14]. Authors also provide insights into specific areas. Verame et al. provide an initial investigation of users’ inclination to attend to a monitoring system [29]. Voit et al. envision a calendar to support older adults using...
ambient notifications [30]. Kataoka et al. look at a guide sign systems [12] and Elbanhawy et al. at providing ambient awareness for battery storage systems [8].

**Post-Workshop Activities**
The workshop will lead to a deeper understanding of notifications and attention management. A central component to disseminate the gained insights will be the workshop’s website\(^1\) that we will actively maintain after the workshop. We will use the website to present the workshop contributions as well as the results of the discussions. Furthermore, we aim to use the workshop’s website to collect and distribute datasets related to notifications and attention provided by participants and workshop organizers. Our Facebook group\(^2\) provides a lightweight mechanism for community building and knowledge sharing.

We aim to consolidate the findings from the workshop in an article that highlights the main insights. A potential venue for publishing the article is ACM Interactions. We also aim to use the workshop’s drive to prepare a special issue of a journal, e.g., IEEE Pervasive. Overall, we hope that the workshop sparks an active and long-lasting community around the workshop’s theme.
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